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Booth Demo Fact Sheet 

NRF 2014: Intel Booth Demonstrations  

Jan. 13, 2014 — At the National Retail Federation (NRF) Annual Convention & Expo, Intel 

Corporation is showcasing new solutions available in market today that help retailers deliver a 

more engaging and personalized experience throughout the consumer’s shopping journey.   

Below are brief descriptions of the demos displayed in Intel’s booth (#2738) at the NRF Annual 

Convention & Expo from Jan. 13-14 in New York at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. For 

more information about Intel’s retail solutions, visit the NRF press kit. 

 

Delivering Engaging Experiences Anytime, Anywhere: 

Today’s shoppers want to enjoy an engaging and seamless buying experience, regardless of 

where they are or what device they are using. Intel is working with the retail industry to develop 

new solutions that enable today’s shoppers to browse and shop anywhere, anytime.  

 

 Memory Mirror Delivers Interactive Fitting Room Experience  

The Intel® Core™ i7-based Memory Mirror* is a full-length, intelligent 

“mirror” that enables apparel shoppers to try on multiple outfits, then 

virtually view and compare previous looks on the mirror itself using 

intuitive hand gestures. The real-time, cloud-based platform runs on 

miniature embedded computers powered by Intel integrated 

technologies and allows consumers to take looks with them on a 

smartphone or tablet, share images with friends to solicit feedback, or 

opt to delete them before leaving the fitting room. Retailers, in turn, 

achieve increased sales and consumer engagement, while also enabling 

personalization, re-marketing and data analysis.  

 

 Shopping Anywhere Solution Enables “Shop the Look” at Home 

The Intel-based Shopping Anywhere Solution makes it easy for 

consumers to shop the looks from television at home or redeem 

offers from in-store digital signage. By using the Intel® Retail 

Client Manager (RCM), along with technology from NCR* and 

ACTV8.ME* that is loaded on to a tablet or smartphone, viewers 

can identify the clothing an actor or actress is wearing in an episode 

and receive special offers, play games to earn digital currency, or 

purchase the outfit instantly and have it delivered directly to their 

door. 

 

http://newsroom.intel.com/community/intel_newsroom
http://newsroom.intel.com/community/intel_newsroom
http://newsroom.intel.com/docs/DOC-4840


Pairing Intel’s intelligent and dynamic ad-serving platform with ACTV8.ME technology 

provides retailers with a way to measure how many consumers engage, interact and transact 

with Intel® RCM. ACTV8.ME mobile technology uses automatic content recognition (ACR) 

via audio fingerprinting, audio watermarking, audio tagging and geo-location to synchronize 

a user’s mobile phone with the displayed advertisement on television or a digital sign. 

ACTV8.ME also features a proprietary mobile wallet storage system that is fully integrated 

into POS from NCR to create a direct relationship between the consumer and the brand. 

 

 Intuitive Product Customization Solution Helps Visualize Your Dream Car  

Intuitive Product Customization uses the Intel® Core 

processor and perceptual computing platforms, as well as the 

power of gesture recognition, to seamlessly blend the online 

and in-dealership car shopping experience. With Intuitive 

Product Customization, consumers use hand motions to 

browse and interact with digital product information, 

including paint colors, interior options and add-on features, to 

customize and visualize their desired vehicle before 

purchasing. For retailers, the powerful and easy-to-use 

desktop editor makes it a breeze to manage projects stored in 

the cloud. The interface, controls and workflow are designed to be truly intuitive, work 

together with tools that designers use every day, and support and deliver stunning 

experiences on Intel platforms.   

 

 Dynamic Menu Boards Show Real-Time Pricing and Promotions 

The dynamic menu boards featuring Intel-based digital signage allow brands to easily 

manage digital marketing and pricing information to show consumers the most current and 

relevant content at any given moment. The high-definition NCR* Vitalcast displays use the 

DMP500 digital media players based on the Intel DQ77KB motherboard running the power-

efficient Intel Core processor family. The digital media players also feature an Intel Solid-

State Drive that delivers the exceptional read performance needed to display the rich and 

engaging high-definition content with minimal latency. The Intel SSD also offers silent 

operation, low power and superior data integrity, which translates into fewer disk failures and 

higher reliability.   

 

Dunkin’ Brands* is using the Intel-

powered dynamic menu boards in select 

stores with plans to roll out the solution 

to more than 3,000 restaurants by the end of the year.   

                                

 Intel Mobile Workforce Empowers Store Associates to Better Serve 

Customers 

To remain competitive, today’s retailers have to provide a compelling and 

personalized experience for consumers to maintain the bond between a 

loyal shopper and their brand. Mobility is one of the ways retailers can 

ignite that bond by enabling a more proficient and knowledgeable sales 

force, as well as a more efficient and readily available checkout process. 

 

The Intel Mobile Workforce tablet wall features hardware and software 

solutions from Intel’s rich ecosystem of partners including AOpen*, Dell*, 



E la Carte*, Empathy*, HeadCandy*, HP*, Lenovo*, Micros*, Motion Computing*, NCR*, 

Omnico*, PayPal*, PCMS*, Retalix*, TabletKiosk*, Wincor* and VeriFone*. By using 

Intel-based mobile solutions, both large retailers and small- to medium-sized businesses can 

improve a range of functions for sales staff, including mobile point of sale, client service, 

inventory research, concierge services and management dashboards.  

 

 Intel Campaign Management Solution Enables Attention-Grabbing Campaigns 

The Intel Campaign Management Solution uses the 

Intel® Retail Client Manager (Intel® RCM), a simple 

interface that enables retailers to create new promotional 

campaigns in minutes, customize content instantly and 

control multiple digital signs individually in a secure and 

manageable environment. When paired with Intel® 

Audience Impression Metrics Suite (Intel® AIM Suite), 

an anonymous viewer analytics technology, the Intel 

Campaign Management Solution can help retailers 

deliver more personalized, meaningful and relevant 

advertising.  

 

Making Shopping More Personal with Big Data: 

Research shows that 78 percent of consumers are more likely to purchase from a retailer who 

sends them offers relevant to their interests. Intel is working with retailers to develop solutions 

that make use of their valuable big data by analyzing information from multiple sources, 

including online, social, in-store and the retail environment. 

 

 Dynamic Pricing and Product Recommendations for In-store Personalization 

The Intel-based Dynamic Pricing and Product Recommendations for In-store Personalization 

solution uses a core analytics engine running dynamic pricing algorithms to help deliver 

contextual pricing and product recommendations based on transactional data available from 

internal data sources, such as loyalty programs, enterprise systems information, social data, 

and geo-spacial data, as well as external data sources, such as Nielson* Spectra/IRI and store 

data, and government alerts. 

 

 Dynamic Staffing Optimization (DSO) Helps Eliminate Long Lines in Store 

The Intel-based Dynamic Staffing Optimization (DSO) from SCOPIX* uses data to provide 

predictive recommendations to open or close registers based on expected customer traffic at 

the point of sale. DSO measures and analyzes data including real-time traffic in and out of 

the store, queue length, the number of active and open registers, historical transaction data, 

and labor scheduling information. By optimizing labor and reducing long lines, retailers are 

able to deliver improved service levels and in turn increase customer loyalty. The DSO 

solution uses a range of Intel technologies, from servers to the data center and the network of 

computers used to enable quality control of data to the in-store management systems that 

hold and display the dashboards, recommendations and predictive alerts. 

 

 Emotion Aware Computing Acts as Digital Mood Ring to Detect Happy (or Unhappy) 

Shoppers 

The Emotion Aware Computing Solution uses Intel® Core processors to run machine-

learning algorithms, a self-optimizing data collection engine, and state-of-the-art facial 

behavior analysis to detect seven primary emotions: joy, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust, 



contempt and fear, as well as more advanced emotional states including confusion and 

frustration. With the Emotion Aware Computing Solution, retailers can detect the emotions 

of shoppers as they engage with a digital sign, interactive kiosk or intelligent vending 

machine to help better determine overall consumer sentiment toward a product or ad 

campaign. 

 

 Intel’s Context Aware Marketing Solution Makes Advertisements More Personal 

Intel Context Aware Marketing makes digital signage more effective by dynamically 

changing advertisements displayed on a sign based on the age and gender of the person 

viewing the sign. When a consumer walks by an Intel® Core-based digital sign, the Intel 

Advertising Framework technology can analyze information including weather trends, social 

media, and the shopper’s phone data to change the content and user interface to make it more 

relevant and personalized to the viewer. At the same time, Intel® Audience Impression 

Metrics Suite (Intel® AIM Suite), an anonymous viewer analytics technology, determines 

the level of customer engagement with the ad by measuring view time, number of viewers 

and their general demographics, to help retailers better understand the effectiveness of 

promotions. Intel Context Aware Marketing can also be tied to store inventory systems to 

display only advertisements for products currently available in-store.  

 

 Intel Distribution of Apache Hadoop* Software and Analytics Toolkit Delivers 

Improved Inventory Management 
To avoid shoppers arriving at a store to purchase a particular product only to find it’s sold 

out, retailers can better anticipate the right product mix for each store, determine optimal 

pricing and gain insight into the real-time status of inventory with Intel big data solutions. 

With the Intel Distribution of Apache Hadoop* software and analytics toolkit, retailers can 

mine patterns from data, build an enhanced emotional and behavioral 360-degree 

understanding of the customer, and reduce instances of lost opportunities. By ensuring each 

store has the exact products that its shoppers want and need, retailers can better ensure they 

always have the right product available at the right time.  

 
Intel, Intel Core and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the United States and other countries. 

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.   


